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Abstract 

The gas holdup and liquid phase axial dispersion coefficient are measured in two semi 

batch packed bubble columns, 10 and 15 cm diameter for an air–water system, at 

atmospheric conditions. The experiments were carried out using a transient method (the 

tracer response method). The dispersion coefficient was obtained by adjusting the 

experimental profiles of tracer concentration with the predictions of the model. 

Experiment results of packed bubble column, shows a considerable reduction of the 

backmixing. The investigations have been carried out using RTD measurements and the 

backmixing is usually characterized by the axial dispersion coefficient obtained from 

the one-dimensional axial dispersion model. Also, a decrease in superficial gas velocity 

reduces the liquid backmixing.  It is observed that the liquid circulation comprises an 

upward flow in the column core and a downward flow along the wall. It also seen that 

the transition from the bubbly flow to the pulsation flow regime occurred at 5-6 cm/s 

superficial gas velocity.  
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 المحشوة طور السائل في االعمدة الفقاعيةمحتوى الغاز وتشتت ال

  الخالصة
(قغلطمى)قAxial dispersion coefficientمع مم قلغتتمتاقلغمحمى) ق (قىقGas holdupمحتمى قلغام )ق تم قيام  ق

نفمذاققهمىل ق ق–سم ق(قا سمتاةل قنمم  قمم  قق15،قق10 قذلاقلاليطم )ققلغمحتمى قفق عام لغعممة قاللغالثنما قمم قلغس ئ ق
 tracer response (قل قط)اقمم قلسممتج ا قلغممةغا قTransient methodلغتجمم )بقا سممتاةل قط)اقمم قلالنتقمم  ق 

experimentsىتمم قلغحلممى قعلمملقمع ممم قلغتتممتاقعمم قط)امملقخمماطقلالتمم   قلغماتا)امم ق ق(ق قexperimental 

profileجااناقلغنت ئجقا  ق قق(قغت) ا)قلغةغا قمعقتىيع اقلغنمىذج(قىعيلغالطقلغ backmixing)ىمع مم قلغتتمتاقق
ىل قهمذ قلغمحى) قغلطى)قلغس ئ قانافخ  قات  ق اا)قفيقلالعمة قلغمحتى قمق )ن قا العمة قلغفق عام قيام)قلغمحتمى ق

اقممم ققلغالمممطقلغ)جمممىعيقغلطمممى)قلغسممم ئ قاممم  ق قىمممم قلغنتممم ئجقىجمممةق(RTDلغتحقاقممم اقتمممماقاقاممم  قةلغممم ق)مممم قلغاقممم  ق 
(قcirculation velocityغمىحمقام  قتى)امعقلغسم ئ ق  مم ق( قsuperficial gas velocityا نافم  قسم)ع قلغام )ق 

تحتمميقعلمملقطممى قجممةل)قلغعمممىةقلغفقمم عي ق ممم قغممىحمقامم  قاتخممم قتممةفلقلمم عةلقفمميقم) مم)قلغعمممىةقلغفقمم عيقىتممةفلق
قس /ث  ق6-5لالنتق  قم قلغج)ا  قلغفق عيقلغلقلغج)ا  قلغناخيقحةثقاس)ع قي )قاا ق

ققتى)اعقلغس ئ ق،قتتتاقلغس ئ ق،قمحتى قلغا )ق،ققلغمحتى العمة قلغفق عا ل الكممات الدالة :
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Notation 

C0 Final concentration achieved when 

t = ∞ , kg/m
3
 

CL Liquid concentration, kg/m
3
 

Dax,L Liquid phase axial dispersion 

coefficient , m
2
/s 

DT Column diameter, m 

H Total height of the column, m 

H0 Total liquid height in the column, 

m 

Hd Dispersion height, m 

L Total liquid height in the column, 

m 

t Time, s 

Ug Superficial gas velocity ( m/s ) 

z Axial coordinate, m 

G Fractional gas hold-up 

 

Introduction 

Bubble columns are frequently used 

in the chemical industry to perform gas 

liquid reactions. Although this kind of 

equipment has been extensively 

investigated during the last decades, the 

number of published articles regarding 

the hydrodynamics in packed bubble 

columns is not as substantial. These 

works have considered, in particular, 

the influence of gas velocity, different 

packing, packing sizes, liquid flow, 

tower diameter and bed height. 

There are some discrepancies in the 

effects of the gas velocity on the liquid 

dispersion coefficient. According to 

Shah et al.
[1]

, it is generally believed 

that an increase in gas velocity increases 

the liquid dispersion coefficient. 

In packed bubble columns, the gas 

holdup has been investigated by several 

authors for different kinds of packings 

(Stiegl and Shah
[2]

; Abraham and 

Sawant
[3]

; Niranjan and Pangarkar
[4]

). It 

is a well known fact that the gas holdup 

increases with increasing gas flow and 

that the packing size influences the gas 

holdup considerably. Several empirical 

correlations have been developed, but it 

is obvious that there is currently no 

universal correlation for predicting the 

gas holdup in packed bubble columns. 

Turpin and Huntington
[5]

 have 

identified three different flow regimes in 

packed bed reactors: the bubble flow, the 

pulse flow and the spray flow regimes. 

The bubble flow regime is characterized 

by individual gas bubbles flowing in an 

unbroken stream upwards in the bubble 

column. The pulse flow results in an 

increase in the gas flow to greater than 7–

10 cm/s, and alternate portions of more 

dense and less dense phases pass through 

the column. The spray flow is where the 

gas is the continuous phase and the liquid 

acts as the dispersed phase. 

Since the axial dispersion model 

characterises the backmixing by only a 

single parameter, its simplicity made it 

the most widely used representation of 

the non-ideal mixing behaviour for each 

phase in bubble column reactors. The 

time variation of the liquid phase 

concentration of a tracer is given by 

Fick‟s law: 
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          - - - - - (1) 

 

Where the axial dispersion coefficient 

(Dax,L) is characterized as a unique 

parameter for the degree of backmixing 

during process. The term „axial‟ is used 

in order to mark clearly the difference 

between the mixing in the direction of 

flow and the mixing in the lateral or 

radial direction.
[6]

 In bubble columns 

these two quantities are quite different in 

magnitude, so that the axial dispersion 

coefficient is significantly exceeding the 

radial dispersion coefficient 
[7]

.  

Siemes and Weiss (1957)
[8]

 were the 

first using the pulse method for 

measuring the dispersion in bubble 
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columns. They were followed by Ohki 

et al., (1970)
[9]

, Hikita et al., (1974)
[10]

. 

The partial differential equation based 

on one-dimensional model has been 

solved analytically by Siemes and 

Weiss (1957)
[8]

. The boundary 

condition for equation (1) are:  

 

0




z

CL    at   z = 0   and  z = L 

 

and the initial condition are  

 

CL (z,0) = C0     for 0 ≤ z ≤  

CL (z,0) = 0        for  z ≥  

 

Where  is the height at which tracer 

is injected. The solution of Eq.(1) under 

consideration of the corresponding 

boundary conditions gives
[21]

:  
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Where C0 is the final concentration 

when t = ∞ and Lz is the distance to the 

measuring point (L1, L2 and L3). 

Several authors state that increasing 

the gas velocity increases the dispersion 

coefficient (Stiegel and Shah
[2]

 and 

Hofman
[11]

). Stiegel and Shah
[2]

 propose 

a correlation where the dispersion 

coefficient varies as 16.0

GU  for packing 

sizes of approximately 4 mm. For a 

bubble column packed with glass 

cylinders with a diameter of 3.8mm and 

a length of 4.8 mm, Gelder and 

Westerterp
[12]

 propose the exponent of 

UG to be 0.313. Niranjan and 

Pangarkar
[4]

 concluded that for packings 

with nominal dimensions of 25mm and 

above, the influence of the gas velocity 

on the dispersion is considerable: the 

dispersion coefficient in this case varies 

approximately with 3.0

GU  , while for 

smaller packings, the dispersion 

coefficient is almost independent of the 

gas velocity. Niranjan and Pangarkar
[4]

 

explained this by the fact that smaller 

packings suppress the bulk, and the 

probable cause of mixing in smaller 

packings is micro-turbulence. They 

suggest that for larger packings, mixing 

predominantly occurs by liquid 

circulation. Moreover, results obtained by 

Campos and Guedes de Carvalho
[13]

 and 

Carleton et al.
[14]

 give no rise in the 

dispersion when increasing the gas 

velocity. 

The aim of the present study is to 

determine the gas holdup, the flow 

regimes and the liquid axial dispersion 

coefficient in a packed bubble column 

and unpacked bubble column 

experimentally.  

 

Experimental work 
The experiments were carried out in 

two batch type bubble columns with 

internal diameters of (10, 15) cm and 

(174, 160) cm in height respectively. The 

10 cm column was made of PVC 

incorporated with glass window for the 

purpose of visual inspection, the 15 cm 

column was made of glass type (QVF). 

The columns were open at the top; hence 

the pressure corresponded with ambient 

conditions. Both of the bubble columns 

were packed with glass cylinders with a 

diameter of 1.0 cm and a length of 1.5 – 2 

cm. Perforated plate spargers of identical 

design were used in columns to distribute 

the gas phase. The distributor plates were 

made of plastic plate with holes of 2 mm 

diameter. Air was used as the gas phase 

and tap water as liquid phase. The gas 

was introduced at the bottom of the 

columns. The experiments were carried 

out at various gas velocities, carefully 

adjusted and controlled using a calibrated 

rotameters. Before starting acquisition of 

data for a given gas flow rate, the system 

was given time to achieve steady state. A 
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typical experimental set-up is shown in 

Fig. 1 for the 10 cm column. 

Residence time distribution (RTD) of 

the liquid phase was measured using 

different amounts of saturated solution 

of NaCl as a tracer. Different volumes 

of tracer were used to obtain the optimal 

amount of tracer that corresponds to 

optimal signal within the operating 

range of conductivity cell. This optimal 

amount of a saturated solution of NaCl 

was found equal to 3.38 wt %. 

The conductivity probes used in this 

work was manufactured by Philips 

Company, dimensions 1cm in diameter 

and 15 cm long. They simply consist of 

two electrodes, approximately 3 mm 

apart, and encapsulated in plastic 

tubing. The probes were properly 

calibrated by measuring their responses 

to solutions of different known tracer 

concentrations. 

The signals from the electrodes were 

transmitted to conductance meter (of 

Philips type), of range 100 s to 1000 

ms which provide a reading in units of 

conductance. The meters were 

connected with an interface to a 

personal computer.  

Tracer was injected as a pulse input. 

Local changes in tracer concentration 

were displayed and saved continuously 

on PC. Three electric conductivity 

probes were inserted 2 cm away from 

the inside wall, located at different 

heights as shown in Fig. (2), each of 

them was connected to PC via interface 

circuit. The distance from the injection 

to the measuring points, L1, L2, L3 and 

Hd are given in Table (1). 

Time for each experiment was about 

10 min to reach final concentration in 

the column. 

The constructive details of the 

backmixing experiments, in both bubble 

columns, are specified in  

Table (1). The operating conditions 

used for the performed experiments are 

given in Table (2). 

Fig. (3) shows typical transient tracer 

concentrations from the 10 cm unpacked 

bubble column, operated at 4.68 cm/s 

superficial gas velocity. These signals 

were fitted using the analytic solution to 

the diffusion equation presented in 
[15]

. In 

this way, for a given experiment, only 

one variable was adjusted, i.e. the axial 

dispersion coefficient, Dax,L.   

 

Results and Discussion 

The gas holdup was measured using 

an overflow technique. The bubble 

column was filled with water to the same 

level as one of the sample points. The gas 

was introduced and, by measuring the 

volume of the entrained liquid, the gas 

holdup was calculated. Fig. (4) shows the 

gas holdup versus the superficial gas 

velocity in two different packed bubble 

columns. 

As expected, the gas velocity increases 

the gas holdup. It is well known that 

packing prevents coalescence, and that 

there is no formation of larger bubbles as 

there is in an empty column operating in 

the churn-turbulent regime. The figure 

also shows that there is no significant 

difference in gas holdups due to the 

different bubble column diameter. 

In a packed bubble column, the 

maximal bubble size is determined 

primarily by the packing size. Therefore, 

it could be suspected that the diameter of 

the column is of little importance. It is 

apparent that no correlation in the 

literature takes the column diameter into 

consideration. Niranjan and Pangarkar
[4]

 

reported identical gas holdups for two 

different columns of diameter 0.2 and 

0.38 m. Sahay and Sharma
[16]

 also used 

two different column diameters, 0.1 and 

0.2 m for a variety of packing. These 

results are in agreement with the results 

obtained in this work. 
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Two different flow regimes were 

observed visually at atmospheric 

conditions: namely, bubble and 

pulsation flow. The pulses, which 

started at the lower part of the bed and 

moved upwards, were easily detected. 

These pulses form the pulsation flow 

region. In Fig. (5), the pulse frequencies 

have been plotted against the superficial 

gas velocity. The values of the pulse 

frequencies were determined by 

calculating the number of pulses during 

1 min.  

It can be seen that the flow regime 

transition point occurs at approximately 

5–6 cm/s. It is interesting to note that 

the transition point in a packed bubble 

column occurs at a higher gas velocity 

compared to an unpacked bubble 

column, where the churn turbulent flow 

regimes starts at approximately 4 

cm/s.
[6]

 This phenomenon can be 

explained by the fact that the packing 

effectively prevents the gas bubbles 

from coalescing. 

The dispersion coefficients are 

obtained by fitting the experimental 

data with theoretical predictions of Eq. 

(2). One example for fitting the 

measured tracer response is given in 

Fig. (3). clearly, the model simulates the 

measured data closely. 

The measured axial dispersion 

coefficients of air-water system are 

compared in Fig. (6) with available 

literatures data at same operating 

conditions for the both unpacked 

columns.
[17-26]

 

In Fig. (7), the results of the 

dispersion measurements in packed 

bubble column are shown. It is evident 

that the dispersion coefficient depends 

on the gas velocity. 

Figure (8) shows the electrical 

conductivity probe responses in bubble 

column and packed bubble column at 

superficial gas velocity equal to 4.68 

cm/s. it seem that the addition of 

packing  to the bubble column reduces 

the backmixing (reduces the axial 

dispersion coefficient). In case of bubble 

column, intense liquid flow is developed 

which is centrally upward and 

downwardly near the wall. As a result, 

bubble rise faster and this leads to 

increase axial dispersion coefficients. In 

the presence of packing, the liquid 

circulation is substantially reduced, 

which inhibits the bubble rise velocity 

very much that consequently increase the 

residence time for gas bubbles, higher 

values of effective interfacial area and 

lower axial dispersion coefficients in 

packed bubble column.  

In order to investigate the validity of the 

dispersion model in a packed bubble 

column, further dispersion experiments 

were conducted. Conductivity probes are 

fixed at approximately half the bed height 

at three different radial positions inside 

the bed: 5, 25 and 50 mm from the 

column wall ( Rr = 0.9, 0.5, 0). The 

results obtained from these trials are 

shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In Fig. 9, the 

superficial gas velocity was 

approximately 0.87 cm/s and the bubble 

column was operated in the bubble flow 

regime. The figure illustrates that the 

distribution of the tracer is dependent on 

the radial position. The tracer near the 

column wall is distributed faster than the 

tracer in the middle of the column; the 

tracer at Rr  = 0.5 is distributed with a 

velocity between these two. Such trends 

can only be explained by the fact that the 

liquid flows upwards in the centre and 

downwards near the wall region. This 

situation can also be compared to the 

conditions existing in empty bubble 

columns where the time averaged liquid 

velocity profile shows a comparable 

rising liquid flow in the centre and a 

descending flow at the periphery. 

It is apparent from the figures that the 

concentration gradients across the column 

cross-section decrease gradually when the 
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gas velocity is increased. At a 

superficial gas velocity of 

approximately 5.36 cm/s, there is a 

transition from bubble flow to pulsation 

flow. When the pulses rise upwards 

along the bubble column axis, each 

pulse increases the exchange of liquid 

elements in the radial direction. 

 

Conclusions  

The main results presented in this work 

are: 

1- It is observed that the gas holdup 

increases at increased superficial 

gas velocity. The diameter of the 

packed bubble column does not 

influence the gas holdup. 

2- Two flow regimes are observed: 

bubble and pulsation flow. The 

pulsation flow regimes start at Ug 

approximately 5-6 cm/s.  

3- In both regions, the one 

dimensional axial dispersion 

coefficient increases with increasing 

gas velocity.  

4- There is a non-uniform liquid 

velocity distribution in the radial 

direction in a packed bubble 

column. This liquid circulation 

comprises an upward flow in the 

column core and a downward flow 

along the wall. 
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Figure (1) Typical experimental set-

up for the 10 cm diameter column. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure (2) Distances to the measuring 

points in the column. 

Figure (3) Normalized liquid-phase 

tracer concentration measured at three 

different locations along the height of 

the column in response to pulse tracer 

injection. The smooth curves represent 

the fits to the curves from fitting a 

diffusion model presented in 
[15]

. 
 

 

Figure (4) Gas holdup as a function of 

superficial gas velocity in two different 

packed bubble columns 
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Figure (5) The pulse frequencies as a 

function of superficial gas velocity 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure (6) Comparison between the 

measured axial dispersion coefficient 

Dax,L (our data and from the 

literature) 

 
 

Figure (7) The dispersion Coefficient as 

a Function of Superficial Gas Velocity 

 

            (a) 

 
         (b) 
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Figure (8) Typical conductivity responses  

of different probes in 

 (a) bubble column (b) packed bubble 

 column 
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Figure (9) Normalized liquid-phase tracer 

 concentration measured at different radial  

position plotted verses time, Ug=0.87 cm/s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

 

Figure (10) Normalized liquid-phase tracer 

 concentration measured at different radial  

position plotted verses time, Ug=5.36 cm/s 
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